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Stephen H. HoweH
Sennor Mce l+rssientwp

Gener al Of fices: 1945 West Parnell Road, Jackson, Michigan 49201 * (517) 788 0453

August 14, lW9
Howe-222-79

Mr J G Keppler, Regional Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III

799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

MIDLAND MUCLEAR PLANT -

INSPECTION REPORT NO 50-329/79-12 AND NO 50-330/79-12

Reference: Letter, S H Howell to J G Keppler, Midland Nuclear Plant -
NRC Items of Nonecupliance, Inspection Report No 50-329/79-12
and No 50-330/79-12, Hove-204-79, dated July 20, lJT9

On July 31, 1979, in a telecommunication, your Mr Knop requested that CPCo
provide a supplement to the referenced response to the subject report.
Specifically, he requested additional information concerning the review of
supplier quality verification documents. The enclosure to this letter
provides the requested supplemental information.
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Enclosure to
Hove-222-79

- .

SUPPLDIE!TfAL INFOP33. TION TO
li0k'E 20T-79 IU FJSPOI!SE TO

IE REPole 50-329/79-12 mm 50-330/79-12

1. Letter Howe-204-79, Enclosure 1, Item C2 outlined a supplier quality
' verification documentation review program, the purpose of which is to

detect nonconfoming conditions in the data packages such as those
given as examples in the 79-12 report. The progrem neither requires
a review of an (100%) quality verification documents nor calls for
a review of Engineering documents. A sampling plan derived from
MIL-STD-105D is used to determine if a given supplier's quality veri-
fication documents should be classified as " good" or " indeterminate."
If a supplier's documents are classified as good, then a reduced sampling
plan vill be used to over-inspect the documentation packages and the
effectiveness of the primary inspection conducted in the course of the
normal procurement process. If a supplier's docu=ents are given an
indeterminate classification, then all quality verification docu=ents
from that supplier vill be subject to the over-incpection.

2. Letter Hove-204-79, Enclosure 1, Item C2a stated that Bechtel's
Procurement Supplier Quality Organization was requested to conduct a
fomal review of valve documentation packages to assure compliance with
the requirement for the docu=entation of vall thickness measurements.
This review has been completed. Seventy-five documentation packages
from four purchase orders to Westinghouse (1), Target Rock (1) and
Henry Pratt (2) were reviewed. All contained the required vall thickness
measurements. The purchase order for which Borg Warner supplied valves
(7220-M-1293), as of the date of the revier, had documentation submitted
for 223 valves, but vall thickness reports were submitted for only 126
valves. Corrective action to obtain the missing documentation has been
initiated. It is concluded that this problem is unique to Borg Warner
and not limited to the documentation package in which the discrepancy was
initially identified.
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